New Books in the Library

The madman's library: the strangest books, manuscripts and other literary curiosities from history

Machine learning with R, the tidyverse, and mlr

The posthumous papers of the manuscripts club

The Divine consort: Rādhā and the goddesses of India

Quantitative social science: an introduction in tidyverse

Management lessons from Game of Thrones: organization theory and strategy in Westeros

Black feminist thought: knowledge, consciousness, and the politics of empowerment

Culture and imperialism

Political theory: methods and approaches
Democracy for realists: why elections do not produce responsive government: with a new afterword by the authors

How to spot a fascist

The condor trials: transnational repression and human rights in South America

This is only the beginning: the making of a new left, from anti-austerity to the fall of Corbyn

Chums: how a tiny caste of Oxford Tories took over the UK

Econometrics

L'Europe réensauvagée: vers un nouveau monde

The ends of harm: the moral foundations of criminal law

Corporate finance law: principles and policy
Goode on principles of corporate insolvency law.

The logic and limits of bankruptcy law

Be well, learn well: improve your wellbeing and academic performance

The world for sale: money, power and the traders who barter the earth's resources

A course in semantics

The handbook of contemporary semantic theory

Sheaf theory through examples

Applied regression analysis and generalized linear models

Statistical inference
An introduction to statistical learning: with applications in R

The origin of species

Art and history: texts, contexts and visual representations in ancient and early medieval India

How to write essays: a guide for students

Love is a dog from hell: poems 1974-1977

The lonely Londoners

Frankenstein, or, The modern Prometheus: the 1818 text

Strange case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and other tales

My life in the bush of ghosts
Brideshead revisited: the sacred and profane memories of Captain Charles Ryder

Ruskin and his contemporaries

A Sunday at the pool in Kigali

Poisoned arrows: an investigative journey to the forbidden territories of West Papua

Diary of an invasion

Encyclopaedia of Islam three.

James Currey Collection

Manufacturing in colonial Zimbabwe, 1890-1979: interest group politics, protectionism & the state
Reimagining the gendered nation: citizenship and human rights in postcolonial Kenya

The Kenyan cut flower industry and global market dynamics